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Abstract—Cancer is a widespread disease in the world and is the third reason of deaths among the chronic diseases. Educating patients and caregivers has a vital role for empowering them in managing disease and treatment's symptoms. Informing of the patients about their disease and treatment process decreases patient's distress and decisional conflicts, improves wellbeing of them, increase success of the treatment and survival. In this era, technological education methods are used for patients that have different chronic disease. Many studies indicated that especially web based patient education such as chronic obstructive lung disease; heart failure is more effective than printed materials. Web based education provide easiness to patients while they are reaching health services. It also has more advantages because of it decreases health cost and requirement of staff. It is thought that web based education may be beneficial method for cancer patient's empowerment in coping with the disease's symptoms. The aim of the study is evaluate the effectiveness of web based education for cancer patients' clinical outcomes.
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I. INTRODUCTION

CANCER is the most common health threatening disease worldwide. According to the World Health Organization (WHO) GLOBOCAN estimates; there were 14.1 million new cancer cases, 8.2 million cancer deaths and 32.6 million people that have cancer (within 5 years of diagnosis) in 2012 worldwide [1]. Cancer patient education plays an important role in strengthening patients and families with cancer [2]. Healthcare reforms and policies in many countries have emphasized the need to support patients in taking a more active role in managing their diseases [3]. Patient empowerment can contribute to control over patients’ health and health behavior [4]. Educating patients about their illness, treatment, side effects’ management and improving quality of life can reduce patient anxiety, enhance coping mechanisms, reduce decisional conflicts, promote patient autonomy and improve the experience for patients and families [2]. It provide to patients achieve that self-monitoring, self-efficacy and getting solution skills about their health problems [5].

Web based educational interventions are used as a medium to promote the exchange of patient education information [6]. Computer and web based programs can deliver decision aids and information to more people than traditional formats, provide social media features for support, and facilitate behavior change in cancer care [7]. Its another advantage is patients could ask to provide information or pose questions via a questionnaire to trigger either standardized or tailored feedback from the health care system by the web based instruments [4]. It is known as an effective tool for nurses to use with patients as it offers a variety of advantages over printed materials. For instance, a meta-analysis comparing web-based and non web based information interventions has shown enhanced outcomes among individuals using web-based interventions, particularly in the areas of knowledge and targeted behavior change [8]. Web-based education can provide guidance, information, and encouragement for patients and families with geographic or time restrictions [9]. Moreover, web based interventions have the potential to augment care giving training for management of cancer diseases [10]. Additionally use of web-based information has been shown to be a cost-effective means for delivering specialized health care services to patients following hospital discharge [11].

Web based interventions can be implemented in various types into cancer patient's care. For cancer survivors, other e-learning initiatives do exist, such as online support groups, online patient education programs, informative tools for decision and various mobile apps that could be used independent of provider activities [4], [12]. Apart from being used for patient information and education, it can be used for the relationship of patients each other. Stanton and colleagues conducted a randomized controlled trial "Project connect online: randomized trial of an internet-based program to chronicle the cancer experience and facilitate communication" and created a personal web sites to chronicle their experience and communicate with their social network for patients with breast cancer. This study's result showed that the participants of intervention group experienced less depressive symptoms, increased positive mood, life appreciation and perceived strengthened relationships than control group [13]. It can be said that different types of web based interventions should be used to support cancer patients well being.

Web based education may become an important tool to support nursing care that can equip cancer patients to better manage their illness. It allows patients to stay connected with cancer nurses as well as provide emotional support, was designed to improve emotional well-being and self-efficacy and decrease depression [8]. In a study conducted by O’Conner-Von (2009) showed that web based education gives nurses the opportunity to meet the challenge of providing ongoing education for patients/families and education about
the importance of self-care, screening, transition to adult care and healthy coping skills could potentially improve the patients’ quality of life [14]. A review of 24 randomized controlled trials that summarized the effects of different interactive health communication applications for people with chronic diseases concluded that they have a significant effect on knowledge, perceived social support, health behaviors, clinical outcomes and self-efficacy [15].

II. AIM

The aim of this review is to determine the impact of web based education on cancer patients’ clinical outcomes.

III. METHODS

We conducted a systematic literature review to evaluate the study results about web based education on cancer patients’ clinical outcomes. Akdeniz University center electronic databases including Medline, CINAHL e.g. were searched in English with “web based education”, “e-learning” “cancer” and “cancer patients’ education” key words. Randomized controlled trials have been elected to the study. Also references of the determined studies were reviewed.

IV. RESULTS

In the recent literature review, there are seven studies about web based education on cancer patients’ clinical outcomes. A study conducted with women who have early stage breast cancer showed that participation in the self-guided internet coping group would result in improved quality of life. Its results pointed out women who believe that their health situation has been impacted by the disease are most likely to benefit from participation to the intervention group. While the other findings of the study showed that there was no main effect of the intervention to the treatment, positive changes had occurred about quality of life and lower expression of health-related concerns [16].

The study “Web-Based Tailored Education Program for Disease-Free Cancer Survivors With Cancer-Related Fatigue: A Randomized Controlled Trial” was conducted to determine whether an internet based tailored education program is effective for cancer related fatigue by Ho Yun and colleagues (2012). Results of the study pointed out the intervention group experienced a greater decrease in fatigue and anxiety. Patients’ quality of life was detected higher in the intervention group [17].

Within a prospective randomized clinical trial, a program was developed to improve communication between cancer patients and their oncologists to support the patients’ decision-making skills by Meropol and colleagues (2013). It indicated that computer-based communication skills training can positively affect cancer patients’ satisfaction about communication and decision-making. The participants of the study reported that the program helped them to decide about their treatment skills and improved their satisfied with their decisions [18].

Donovan and colleagues (2014) had improved a web based interaction program via messages between nurse and study participant for symptom management of cancer patients. The results of the study showed that there was significant difference between the groups about symptom severity. Additionally, repeated measures analysis also supported the result that intervention group had lower symptom distress [19].

Vogel and colleagues conducted a randomized controlled study "Development and pilot of an advance care planning website for women with ovarian cancer: A randomized controlled trial” to develop a web based tool to promote advance care planning for women with ovarian cancer. A website was created to address advance care planning, focusing on advance healthcare directives and palliative care consultation. Its results revealed that women in the intervention group showed evidence of moving toward decision making regarding advance healthcare directives and palliative care and lower decisional conflict. Women assigned to the intervention, compared to control website, were highly satisfied with the amount and quality of information and when they accessed the website used it longer. They concluded that a website providing information and decisional support for women with ovarian cancer is feasible [7].

From the other side, the results of another randomized controlled study conducted to evaluate the effect of an internet based program on breast cancer patient’s empowerment process showed that there were no difference between two groups. According to the study, internet based Breast Cancer Patient Pathway Program didn't decrease anxiety level or side effects of treatment among breast cancer patients. Additionally, the results showed that the program didn't improve subscales of quality of life the intervention group when compared with controls [20].

Weinberg and colleagues conducted a randomized controlled study with 904 women to compare of print and web communication on colorectal cancer screening. Its result showed that the web based educational intervention was no more effective than a print-based one or control in increasing colorectal cancer screening rates in women at average risk of colorectal cancer. Risk messages tailored to attentional style had no effect on screening uptake [21].

V. CONCLUSION

At the end of the review, it can be said that web based patient education programs increase cancer patients’ knowledge level, self-reported health status, satisfied with their communication and decision making skills, self-efficacy, quality of life and decrease their symptom frequency and severity. Therefore, nurses can implement web based education resources into cancer patients’ care to enhance health status of cancer patients [22]. However, some of the studies’ results showed no effectiveness of web based interventions to patient outcomes. For this reason, we can offer two proposals clearly. One of them is about more randomized controlled study requirement that show the impact of the web based interventions to patient clinical outcomes.
The other one of the proposals is e-learning strategies should be used with traditional patient teaching methods.

There is increasing literature on the use of web based patient education for chronic disease such as heart failure, diabetes mellitus or pressure ulcer; there is a paucity of research on web based patient education specifically designed for cancer patients [23]-[26]. In this way, although lots of studies have shown that effects on knowledge and behavior change were higher for individuals using a web based intervention than for individuals using a non web based intervention more work is needed to determine whether this also applies to cancer survivors [4], [8]. Therefore, there is an important need to experimental studies to illuminate the effectiveness of web based education for cancer patients worldwide. Furthermore, there is need to studies about web based interventions that focus on cancer caregivers' needs and support them on giving care to their patients appropriately.

Web-based health interventions focus on encouraging increased and prolonged use for cancer survivors [27]. As a consequence of that, patients' follow requires long time and adherence. However, cancer survivors can lose their interest because of the effects of cancer, related treatment and distance to health provider [28]. So that, drop out of patients can occur from web based education programs. Dropout can refer to patients being lost to follow-up or to patients not using the intervention. To prevent the dropout patient follow up during the web based education; peer support, counselor support, email and phone contact, frequent website updates, record keeping, and individualized feedback were related to sustained intervention should be used [29], [30].

To conclusion, randomized controlled trials needed that evaluate the effectiveness of web based education programs on cancer patients' health status and their caregivers' encouragement and enhancement to improve patients' clinical outcomes.
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